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How can an academic library with limited technical and 
personnel resources begin to develop research data 
management services? 
 
Targeting the data management needs of NSF-funded 
researchers enabled the University of Denver Libraries to enter 
the arena of research data services while buying time to more 
fully develop ideas for how to address other needs in the 
research data lifecycle. We did this by: 
 
•  Surveying data management plans submitted to the National 

Science Foundation since January 2011 
 
•  Interviewing faculty in the sciences and social sciences 

receiving funding from the NSF and other large federal 
agencies 

 
•  Developing workshops and piloting consultation services 

geared toward researchers applying for NSF funding 
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The Research Data Lifecycle image was adapted from an image created by Research360: 
http://blogs.bath.ac.uk/research360/about/  

Working with University Technology Services (UTS), we will 
pilot REDCap, a secure application for building collection 
instruments and managing data. 

The Center for Statistics and Visualization, housed within the 
library building, offers help with statistical analysis and data 
visualization. The library will continue to co-teach a data 
visualization workshop with the Center. 

Reference librarians and the metadata librarian will expand 
metadata education efforts and continue to educate users 
about preservation issues and options, including our 
institutional repository (IR). 

We will continue to work with UTS to implement technical 
changes that deepen the sharing capabilities of our IR. We 
will also continue to educate users about disciplinary 
repositories, data licensing, and copyright issues. 

Reference librarians will promote resources for discovering 
data, both through consultations and research guides. They 
will also focus on teaching others about the importance 
and benefits of data citation. 


